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In this paper we shall study the kernel of the resolvent R = (c-A)-’ and 
of some other related “functions of A” (e.g., e-“) for elliptic operators A on 
F?“, or more generally, for perturbations of elliptic operators. It turns out 
that the resolvent (consequently all other related functions) are given by an 
integral kernel, which is bounded by a convolution with a radial decreasing 
L ‘-function. This result has numerous applications: bounds for L”-spectrum 
of A, closedness, semigroup generation, essential selfadjointness, summability 
etc. In [GKl] we studied this problem for perturbation of constant- 
coefficient elliptic operators and established the following bound on the 
kernel R,(x, y) of ([--A)-‘, 
IR,(w)I ~c(W”‘W’” IX-VI); P = ICI7 (1) 
where H is the radial L ‘-function 
H(z) = 
i 
IZl-s; IZIG 1 
lzl-‘; IzI> 1 
(s < n < t). (4 
Though the class of perturbations considered in [GKl ] was wide enough 
to include such examples, as Schrodinger operators with “Coulomb” and 
certain “magnetic” potentials (see [RS, Ch. lo]); -A + B(x) . V + V(x) 
V=q$+ Zj lXjtYXjf (Xi E R3)T 
the method of [GKl ] was limited to operators with only constant-coefficient 
leading part. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the results of [GK 1 ] to 
operators with variable coefficients, in particular, operators on manifolds. By 
doing so we also improve the type of bound (2) and show that for differential 
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operators A,’ H has actually an exponential decay at co. Precisely, the radial 
function H in (1) can be taken to be 
(3) 
with s < n, t > n and y = yO] sin 8/m/, where t9 = arg [, m = order of A and 
the constant y,, depends on the leading symbol of A. 
Notice that qualitatively estimate (3) is the best possible in the class of 
elliptic operators. Indeed, for the Laplacian -A on R3, the resolvent R, is 
computed explicitly 
i.e., y = ] sin e/2 I. 
The main result of the paper (Theorem 1) establishes estimate (1) with the 
bound H of type (3) for any uniformly elliptic operator A,, on R” with real 
principal symbol and the same class of perturbations B as in [GK 11. The 
method of the proof is further elaboration of the “perturbation-series” 
technique of [GKl]. In [GKl] this technique was used to expand the 
resolvent R of the operator A = A, + B (A,,-elliptic leading part, B- 
perturbation) in terms of R” = ([ -A,)-’ and B 
R = RQ 2 (BR”)k. (4) 
k=O 
For constant-coefficient A, each term of (4) is composed of multiplication 
operators with coefficients b,(x) of B and convolution kernels K,(x) of 
operators D”(c- A,)-‘. Each K,(x) is the Fourier transform of a symbol 
(multiplier) 
a(r) being the leading symbol of A (a homogeneous elliptic polynomial of 
degree m) and ]a1 < m. 
Multipliers a,(c) belong to certain negative order symbol classes, 
ua E s;r+y in the standard terminology of pseudodifferential operators 
(see [Ho], [Ta]), which yields radial bounds for the kernel K,(z) 
!l+m--lal. 
IK,(x - y)l < Const /: I:jI.-, 
1 
’ 
/XI < 1 
; /XI > 1 
(6) 
‘The result of [GKl ] were valid for more general pseudodifferential operators A. 
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with Const depending on so-called symbol class seminorms of un. These 
bounds were crucial in the proof of Theorem 1 for constant-coefficient 
operators ([GKl, Theorem 21). 
Of course, in this approach it was important to know explicitly the 
complete symbol of the operator D”(&--A,)-‘. 
However, in the variable-coefficient case we no longer know the complete 
symbol of D”([ - A,))‘. Its “leading part” m/(l; - a(x, 0) and any number 
of subsequent terms available by the standard pseudodifferential calculus 
(see, for instance, [Ta, Chap. III]) are not enough to bound the kernel K,, 
since even the co-smoothing part can give a nonzero contribution to it. 
However, it is possible to expand K, in a geometric series, similar to (4), 
whose terms can be studied in the same fashion. This procedure, known as 
“freezing of coefficients” technique, is used to construct a parametrix of 
c - A. To illustrate this procedure let us denote by K = K(x, y) the kernel of 
the resolvent (c---A)-’ and by K” = K’(x, x -y) a t,vDO with symbol 
l/(c - a(x, 0) E S I,::, the “principal part” of K. One easily verifies that 
(C-A)K”=6,-,,-L, 
where L is a ~00 of some negative order, whose symbol is computed 
explicitly (see Section 1). Then 
([-A)(K-K’)=L; i.e., K - K” = KL 
which gives an expansion 
K=K” f Lk. 
k=O 
(7) 
As with (4) we study (7) term by term, which amounts to estimating the 
products of v/DO’s a(x, D) with symbols u(x, <) = b(x, <)/[[ - a(~, <)I k. Here 
4x3 0 = c,,,=, a,(x) t-” is the leading symbol of A and b(x, 0 a 
polynomial in < of degree (km. 
Now the exponential decay of the kernel K, = cr(x; D) can be naturally 
explained in terms of its symbol. Notice that in general the rate of decay of 
the kernel (Fourier transform) at {co } is equal to the degree of smoothness 
of its symbol (multiplier) at { 0) (cf. [GKl, Section 11). However, to have an 
exponential decay u needs to be holomorphic. Indeed, we show 
(Proposition 2) that the rational function u(x, c) extends to some tube 
domain T = {r + iv: 1 q I< r} in the complex space C”. Moreover for each q 
the real variable function u,(r) = u(l+ iv) belongs to a negative order class 
S $, and the family {a, : ] q ] Q y} is bounded in S 1,:. The exponential decay 
easily follows now by moving the “contour” of integration (IF!“) into the 
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complex space (see Section I). Furthermore, the constant y in the exponential 
gets a geometric interpretation as the radius of the maximal tube T about 
real space [R”, which does not intersect the variety ({ + iv: a(( + iv) = [}. 
We estimate it from below by y0 ]sin e/ml. 
Thus to prove Theorem 1 we use the same technique twice. First to 
analyse a geometric series (7), which represents the resolvent R” of the 
leading part A, of A in terms of leading part of the resolvent, K”, and a 
v/o0 L. Secondly, we use it to study a geometric series (4) which gives the 
resolvent of A = A, + B in terms of R” and B. 
Once Theorem 1 is established most of the corollaries and applications 
follow essentially [GKl, Sects. 2, 31). In particular, we get 
(a) closedness and a uniform bound on the spectrum of A in Lp- 
spaces, 
(b) essential selfadjointness in L2, 
(c) a priori estimates, 
(4 “resolvent summability,” i.e., convergence [(c - A)-’ f(x) *f(x) 
in Lp and on the Lebesgue set offE Lp, as [-+ co uniformly in any sector 
R,={CEC: IargClh080}, 
(4 existence of a strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup 
VA h.t,O in Lp and Co. 
In Section 4 we discuss an extension of the above results to elliptic 
systems on iR”. We consider elliptic systems with “real” principal symbol 
a(x, <) but do not require a(x, 4) to be positive. This allows us to study 
higher order analogues of both “positive” Laplasians and Dirac-type 
operators with indefinite matrix a(x, <). Of course the form of results changes 
for Dirac systems. 
In conclusion let us make a few remarks concerning related results and the 
literature. 
Kernels of the resolvent ([-A)-‘, known as Green’s functions, are useful 
in the spectral theory of Schriidinger operators and were studied by a 
number of authors (see [Ti], [Kal] and references there). In [Ag] the 
resolvent kernel was a basic tool for derivation of spectral asymptotics of a 
general elliptic operator on compact domains. 
The semigroup kernel {ePtA} (“heat” kernel) drew even more attention, 
due to its importance in spectral theory, geometry and recently topology. It 
has been extensively studied for Schrtidinger operators and “Laplacians” on 
Riemannian manifolds. 
In the works of Girding [Gal, Donnelly [Do], and Cheng, Li, Yau [CLY] 
the bounds on the kernel (e”} (d-the Laplace operator) similar to that of 
the Euclidean “Gaussian” were obtained on a fairly general class of 
Riemannian manifolds. The recent work [CGT] by Cheeger, Gromov, 
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Taylor extends there estimates to a wider class of “multipliers” O(p) 
including the resolvent. 
For various aspects of Schriidinger semigroup theory we refer to the recent 
survey of Simon [Si]. 
Let us notice that both “functions” ([-A)-’ and {eefA} are related, and 
many properties of the one translate into appropriate properties of the other 
(see, for instance [HP]). However, for Laplacians and Schrodinger operators 
the study of semigroup usually precedes the study of resolvent. We go in the 
opposite direction, i.e., from resolvent to semigroup, as the former is better 
suited for the perturbation-series technique adopted in the paper. 
Our result on essential selfadjointness extends some known facts in the 
theory of Schrodinger operators (see [RS], [Si], [Ka 21, [IK], etc.) to higher 
order elliptic operators with variable coefficients (see also [Br], [Cal], 
[Ch]). A recent paper [Du] by Dung deals with the same problem, but for a 
different class of perturbations. 
Finally semigroup results (Theorem 3, Corollary 8) can be compared to 
an “abstract heat-diffusion” theory (see, for instance, [St]). Though our 
semigroups do not fall within the scope of “heat-diffusion” semigroups the 
results are shaper in two points: 
(a) The semigroup {etA} is shown to be holomorphic in the whole 
right half plane independant on LP-class. 
(b) The pointwise convergence eetAf(x)+f(x) is shown on the 
Lebesgue set of fE Lp rather than a.e. In fact, the maximal function of 
{e-” } is dominated by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. 
1. RADIAL BOUNDS FOR OPERATORS B(<-A)-' 
We shall need some definitions and results of the calculus of pseudodif- 
ferential operators (vDO’s) of classes Sy,O (-co < m < m) in the 
terminology of Hormander [Ho]. Let us recall that a smooth function a(x, r) 
(x E IR”; <E R”\(O)) belongs to ST,, if 
y(l + IW- m lwqwx, t-11 < 00, Va,P. (1.1) 
Here a = (a, . . . a,), P = CA . . . /I,) denote multiindeces on IR ” and a!, 0: 
the corresponding partial derivatives in x and r with the standard convention 
that the differential D = (l/i)a. The right-hand side of (1.1) defines a 
seminorm on Sy,, which we call ] a ]n,4. 
Each symbol a(x, c) E S;tO defines a pseudodifferential operator, ~00, 
M(x) = 0, D) f= 1 eiX’ ’ u(x, t)f(t) dt, (14 
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where? is the Fourier transform off, 
f(t) = (2~)~” If(x) eCix’l dx. 
Following [COG], we introduce the class CBa’(R”) of ?-functions on R”, 
which are bounded with all their partial derivatives, 
sup ) (an&f)(x)] < oc), 
XEIW 
Va. 
It is easy to see that multiplication with a function a(x) E CB” 
f(x) + 4x1 f(x), 
as well as convolution 
f-K *f = b(D).fi 
with the kernel K(x) = G(x), b E CB” define vDO’s in the class Sy,,, whose 
symbols are a(x) and b(c), respectively. Moreover, any differential operator 
A=C ,a,<m a,(x) D” with coefficients a,(x) E CBm belongs to Sy,,. Also 
fractional powers of the Laplacian (Bessel potentials) Am = (1 - d)m’2, 
whose symbol is a(<) = (1 + ]<]2)““2, belong to Sy,O for all m E R. In fact, 
all v/DO’s in SF,, (-co < m < co) are generated in some sense by 
multiplications with functions u E CB”, partial differentiations Da and 
Bessel potentials AS (-co < s < co) (see [Co2, Chaps. III, IV]). 
A ~00 u(x, D) in the class ST, is given in general by a singular 
distribution kernel 
K(x, x -y) =I u(x, <) eicx-‘)” d<. (1.3) 
However, for negative order operators (1.3) defines a “nice” integral 
kernel. Precisely, 
PROPOSITION 1. (see [Ne] and [GKl I). The kernel K(x, x - y) of an 
operator u(x, D) in the class SC! (m > 0) is differentiuble in x and z = x -y 
away from (0) and admits the estimates 
I(CK)(x,z)I Gc ,,& lda,~ i;z;!:‘-n+m’ 
(-log]z],ifn=m)]z] < 1 
3 IzI> 1. 
(1.4) 
Here z =x-y, constant c depends on n and m, and t is equal to the 
degree of smoothness of a(.~, c) in the variable r, at 0. 
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We call the radial function in the right hand side of (1.4) Hs,(, i.e., 
%f(Z) = i IziI’; 
IZIG 1 
f.  3 IZI > 1. 
We also introduce a class of exponentially decaying radial functions 
H,,,,,(z) = \lzl-“; (-1% 14); IZI < 1 
/lz(-‘e-Y’Zl; /zI > 1. 
(14 
Obviously H,,, with s < 12 < t and Hs,t,y with s < n, y > 0 belong to L’. It 
is easy to find their LP-classes as well as mixed LPV4-classes with respect to 
the splitting of R n into the sum of subspaces Rn = E @ F. 
We consider differential operators A = C,,, <,, a,(x) D* with smooth 
coefficients a, E CB” and real principal symbol a(x, <). As usual ellipticity 
of A will mean that 
or equivalently 
with constant c depending on x. 
We call A uniformly elliptic if the leading symbol satisfies 
Cl IV <a@, 0 < cz ICI”; V<EIR” (1.7) 
with constants cl, c, > 0 independant of x E R”. The order of an elliptic 
operator with real principal symbol must be even m = 2k. 
We want to study the kernel of the resolvent ([-A))’ of an elliptic 
differential operator A = a(x, D) of order m and, more generally, the kernel 
of an operator B([- A))‘, where the order of B is less than m. The 
following Lemma gives an estimate of this kernel. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a untformly elliptic homogeneous differential 
operator of order m with real positive symbol a(x, <) = C,,, =m a,(x) r” and 
B = c,+=m, b,(x) D* be any homogeneous dtflerential operator of order 
m’ < m. We assume that both A and B have coeflcients in CB”. 
There exists a “parabola-shaped’ domain a about positive real axis in C 
such that for each c = pe’* in the complement of 0 the kernel K = K,(x, y) of 
the operator B([ - A)-’ is bounded by L ‘-dilations by a radial function 
H,,,,, (1.6). Precisely 
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wheres=n-(m-m’), t>O, y=yo]sin8/m]. Thecoeflcient 
c,(C) = co(fA b) 1 - c(0, u)p-l’m (1.8) 
with c,, and c depending on 0 = arg 4 as O(j 8/-‘) and symbols a(x, r) and 
b(x, 0. 
The result of this type for constant-coefftcient operators was a part of the 
main theorem in [GK 11. But the bound of [GK I] did not have exponential 
factor, which appears in the context of differential operators. 
ProoJ: From the general theory [Co21 it follows that both ([ -A))’ and 
B(c-A)-’ are ~DO’S of some negative order. However, a complete symbol 
of B(c - A)-‘, which is needed in order to use Proposition 1, is not available 
unless A has constant coefficients. 
To circumvent the difficulty we denote by K” = KF(x, y) the kernel of a 
~00 with symbol l/(C - a(x, c)) E S<t, the parametrix of [-A. 
By Proposition 1, K’(x, z) is a smooth kernel in x and z away from {0} 
and one can easily verify that 
(C-A)K0=6,-,-L, (1.9) 
where L is a ~00 of a negative order, whose kernel 
L(x,z)= c a,(x) (D;-*‘D;‘K’)(x,z) (1.10) 
CX’<Cl 
{a,} being the coefficients of A, and whose symbol 
(1.11) 
Let K = K,(x, v) denote the kernel of the resolvent (C-A))‘. The formal 
relation between K and K” is obtained by writing 
(C-A)K=6,-, (1.12) 
and subtracting (1.19) from (1.12). This yields 
(c-A)(K-KO)=L or K=KO+KL. 
Iterating the latter identity K expands into a geometric series 
K=K’(I+L+L’+...). (1.13) 
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We shall estimate each term K”Lk of (1.13) to show that the kernel K 
admits radial bounds (1.7) and then verify the resolvent identity 
(c-A)K=I. 
First let us rewrite the symbol of L in a more convenient form. We use the 
following iterated chain rule for derivatives of composite functions, 
(1.14) 
the summation being taken over all partitions of j? into the sum of 
multiindeces /3’ . . . pk and cq ,. . .Dk being certain universal combinatorial coef- 
ficients. Substituting (1.14) into (1.11) with #(A) = l/(c - A) and rearranging 
terms, we can rewrite (1.11) as 
p” +p + . . . +pk=a, l<k<m. (1.15) 
Here &...&) E CB”, the summation is over all partitions of (x into the 
sum of multiindeces /3” + . . . + pk with I/?” I= 1 a’ 1 < m. 
Let us introduce a notation fl for a tuple of multiindeces (/3’, PI,..., /3”) s.t. 
C,” lpjl= m. Then (1.15) takes a form 
where 
q&, 0 = (c-t~)k+’ ,f$Dfa)Eqo @=lPOl-m<-1). (1.17) 
The next step will be to estimate the kernel LB of the tyD0 adx, 0). First 
we “scale out” the absolute value of the complex parameter 6 = pe”, using 
the homogeneity of a(x, 0 and its derivatives. On the symbol level we get 
udx, ~)=p-l+lhlh vrn 04” k 
Leie _ acx;p-l/m~)]k+l ,rJ (D’a)(x’p-“mr) 
=P 
-I+IPllm ug,e(x,P-Vm~)a 
The dilation in the r-variable of symbols results in the dual L’-dilation of 
kernels, i.e., 
L&,z)=P- 
1+(Wl+n)/m ~~,~(~;~llm~) (z = x - y). 
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If we were content with radial bounds of type (1.3) we could apply 
Proposition I directly to ag,@ as in [GKl 1. However, to get an exponential 
decay we shall need analytic continuation of an,6 in the complex space 6”. 
PROPOSITION 2. With the above notations and assumptions there exists a 
constant y,, > 0, such that the symbol o = agJx, 0 extends as a holomorphic 
function in the variable < + iv E CC” on the tube domain 
T={~+ir:I~I~y,Isin~/mI}, (8 = arg C). 
Moreover, for each 9 in T, a,(c) = a(( + iv) E S\f:‘-” and its seminorms are 
bounded uniformly in q 
l%l”,p G C”,Lk% vv, 
where c,,,(e) = O(l Bj -‘) with t = 1 v + ,u I. 
The argument of Proposition 2 is based upon the following estimate: let a, 
0 be positive numbers and m an even integer. Then for all ] r 1 < I sin B/m I/ $ 
the parabolic set L! in 6, 
0 = {a(t + ir)m I t E R} 
does not contain eie. Moreover the distance between eie and a(t + ir)m is 
estimated from below 
2m+1 
m/sin6/m-$rl; forsmallt,It]<---- 
le”-a(t+ir)“/> mT ‘(1 18) 
2 * 
for large t, I tl > ---. 
(;“;E 
To derive (1.18) for large t we write 
Ieie-a(t+ir)“I= a- +iatmp’ + . . . -eie 
Re Im 
> a[tm - tm-i(l + r/G)“]. 
Remembering that r/@ < sin 0/m we estimate the latter expression by 
(a/2) tm provided t 2 2m+1. 
For small t two complex numbers wO = eie and w  = $(t + ir) are close, 
so by Taylor’s theorem 
Iw~--wml-m lwO1*--l Iwo- WI. 
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Hence 
I de - a(t + ir)m 1 > m i:f 1 eislm - @(t+ir)l=mIsinB/m-r 61. 
Returning to Proposition 2 we need to estimate seminorms 
sup ItI m+‘a’ IP([eie - u(x, < + iq)]-‘)I. 
Let us do it for a = 0 as the argument is similar for higher order 
derivatives. Observe that by ellipticity the range of the function 
{a,(c) = a(x, < + iv): (E IR”; 1~1 < rO} is included in the set 
{a(t + ir)“: t E R; / rf < ro} 
for some a > 0 depending on symbol u(x, Q. Due to uniform ellipticity 
constant a can be chosen independantly of x E iR”. 
Then we estimate 
1 + l<l” 1 +tm 
sup t (eie -4&t;+ &)I 
< SUP I (eie - u(t + ir)m ( 
and by (1.18) the latter is bounded by 
i 
2 2m 
max --; 
t a mlsin8/m-$rl ’ 
(1.19) 
Choosing r,, “s-close” to its maximal value, r. = (1 - c)(sin(B/m)/@) we 
get the desired estimate of the seminorm 
IV 2” 
sup I leie - 44 l+ irl)l < m lsin e/ml = O(lW’), 
(1.20) 
for all 1~1 < r,, = (sin(B/m)/$)( 1 - E). The constant y0 of Proposition 2 is 
thus equal to (1 - &)I$. Let us also observe that for higher order 
seminorms I u lo,W the factor (sin B/m) to the negative power 1 v +,u will 
appear in the estimate. This completes the proof. 
After Proposition 2 exponential decay of the kernel L = LB easily follows 
by changing the “contour of integration.” Indeed, take a symbol 
46 5) E s,:’ which extends holomorphically in the tube-domain 
T = {t + iv I I rl I < r}, a. lo, lv,p < c,,, , Vu,, ; where a,(<> = o(t + iv>, and 
denote by L = L(x, x -v) the kernel of u(x, 0). Then 
L(x, z) = j e”“u(x, c) &= j e”“+‘““‘u,(x, {) & 
=e -v.zLn(x, z), 
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where L, is the kernel of o,,(x, D). By Proposition 1 
IW~ z>l G (c l~,lo,v) 4,,(I4) G cH&l) 
and since q can be chosen arbitrary subject to 1 q 1 < y we get for L 
I L(x, z)) < cc? - ylz’ H,,,(z). 
In our case L = L,, , y = y0 1 sin t9/m 1, according to Proposition 2, and c is 
a complicated expression involving the coefficients of a(r), y,, and 8. By 
Proposition 2, c(0) = O(l81-‘), (r > 0). 
Thus we get the desired estimate for L,, 
k&9 z)l G qTv> ffs.,,~l4> (1.21) 
with s=n-m+l/l”I; t>O; y=YoIsinB/mI. 
Now we can proceed to the kth term in the series expansion of B([--A) -’ 
q&A)- = f (BKO)Lk. 
k=O 
(1.22) 
We recall that L = CB#n(x) L, and 
LB=p- 1+(l/w+n)lmL (r,e(x;P"mz)r C = pe”. 
Let us notice that the above argument given for L, carries over verbatim 
to the kernel Lo = BK’. In particular, 
L,(x, z) =p-‘+(n+m’)‘m Lo,e(x,pl’mz) 
and Lo,, admits radial bounds (1.21) with the constant c, which depends 
now on both symbols a([) and b(r). 
The kth term in (1.22) consists of Nk kernels (N = the number of 
summonds in (1.16)) of the type M= Lo e $,L, . .,. . dkLk, where #jLj is one 
of {#BL~}. We write M as a multiple integral 
Pulling out Loo-norms of {#j}, estimating each Lj(yj;yitl) by a 
convolution kernel 
factor p ‘jm, 
cnjHsj,t,y 
we arrive at the 
(I vj- yj+,J) and taking into consideration dilating 
inequality 
lWx,~)l < (i Cjll$jllm) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a*- * Hs,&@"* IX--VI>. (1.23) 1 
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The exponent d of p in (1.23) is equal to 
Since all multiindices 18”) < m - 1, we estimate d as 
Let us notice that the convolution of kernels of type (1.6) is bounded by 
the kernel of the same type. Precisely, 
H SlrlYl * Hw2Y* ’ * < c Hsty, (1.24) 
where s = min(s,, s,); t = min(t,, t,); y = min(y,, y2). By induction (1.24) 
extends to any number of convolutions. Hence we get in (1.23) 
with s=min{n-m+m’; n - m + I/?” I} < n - m + m'. Here cj stands for 
eDi, $j for QD, etc. 
Remembering that the kth term of (1.22) is the sum of the Nk products 
{M} its kernel is bounded by 
Introducing the function 
c(e) = c T c&TM II4&! (1.26) 
and summing up a geometric series of bounds C(B)p-‘I”’ in (1.25) we get 
the result 
Of course, in order that the geometric series of bounds converges we need 
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This condition defines a complement of a parabola-shaped domain R 
about positive real axis. Indeed, by Proposition 2 all c,(0) and consequently 
C(O) given by (1.26) are O(] 81-‘) for some r > 0. 
Finally, let us show that the kernel K given by series (1.13) represents the 
resolvent of A. It suffices to check the identity 
(FA)U=f (1.27) 
on a dense subspace, e.g., all Schwartz functions fE Y. Notice that .Y is 
preserved by YDO’s of the type (1, 0), in particular, all terms ([ -A) K” L k f 
(fE 9) (k = 0, l,...) exist and belong to .Y. By (1.9) we get 
fo([-A)K”Llf=(I-L) F Lkf=f, foci”. 
k=O 
To proceed from (1.27) to an appropriate Banach space of functions E 
(e.g., E=LP; 9:; C”+=, etc.) it suffices to check that the operator K is 
founded on E. This is obviously true for all Lp (1 < p < co) and Co, due to 
L’-bound (1.7) and can also be verified for Sobolev spaces 9: (s E R, 
1 <p < 03). Indeed, the boundedness of K in 9: amounts to Lp- 
boundedness of the operators 
As(KoLk)A-“; k = 0, l,...; 
where/i = (1 -4)l’* is the Bessel potential. But the latter can be analysed in 
the same way, as we did for K”Lk, using the properties of conjugation 
K -+ AsKA-’ of YDO’s (see [Co, Chap. 3, 41). This argument yields 
estimates (1.25) for the kernel ASK/i -’ with the constant C depending now 
on s. 
Thus K = K,(x, y) is identified with the resolvent kernel of A in the above 
function spaces. 
The lemma is proved. 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 1 is radial bounds for the resolvent 
R = ([-A)-’ itself, 
These bounds can be used to derive a variety of results concerning A: 
bounds on the LP-spectrum, summability, semigroup generation, etc. 
However, all those extend to a more general class of operators, which are 
perturbations of A with lower order terms. Therefore, we shall discuss them 
in the subsequent sections. 
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Another consequence of Lemma 1 is 
COROLLARY 1. The domain of the operator A in all LP-spaces 
(1 < p < ~0) is the mth Sobolev space 9:. 
It suffices to show that two operators ([-A) A -* and /i”(c - A)-’ are 
LP-bounded. But both of them are given by Calderon-Zygmund type kernels, 
which are Lp for 1 <p < co (see [SW]). Indeed the first of two, 
(C-A)A-m, is a YDO in the class Sy,, whose symbol is computed 
explicitly, (C - a(x, l))/( 1 + I ~12)m’2, while the second one expands into 
series (1.13). The first term of the series, /imKo, is again in the class Sy,,, 
and hence a Calderon-Zygmund operator. All other terms AmKoLk (k > 1) 
have negative order and due to L ‘-bound (1.5) are Lp for all 1 < p < co. 
2. PERTURBATIONS OF ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
In this section we shall study perturbations of elliptic operators A = A + B 
with lower order terms, which have “bad,” possibly singular coefficients. 
Precisely, we let B = C,a,.,m b,(x) D* with b, E L’n + L”O on R”. More 
generally, {b, } can be defined on quotient spaces V, = R “/U, (U, is a 
linear subspace of R “) and be in L’e + L”O( V,). The latter case is of interest 
due to physically important examples of Hamiltonians with so called 
“multichannel” potentials, like Coulomb potential. 
The main result of the section is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let A = A, + B be the sum of a uniformly elliptic 
homogeneous dtflerential operator A, with real positive symbol and a pertur- 
bation B of the above type, i.e., B = Cl,,,,, b,(x) D” with 
b, E L’e + L”O(V,), V, = IR”/U,. We assume that 
Pa d=mtx ,I+ Ja] <m 
i 
(n, = dim V,). 
a 
(2.1) 
Then for all < = pe” in the complement of a parabolashaped domain about 
positive real axis there exists an integral kernel R, = R&x, y), which satisfies 
(I) R,([ -A) f = f for all f in the intersection of domains of A, and B 
in Lp, f E gp(Ao) n gP(B). Here 1 <p < co. 
(II) For 1 <p < min {r,} we have in addition 
i.e., R, is the resolvent (C-A))’ of A in Lp for all 1 Qp< min{r,}. 
505/55/l-2 
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(III) The kernel R,(x, y) admits the radial bound 
IR,(x,y)l <c@, Wn’m-‘Hs,&+m Ix-~11, 
where s = n - m, t > n, y = yO 1 sin efm 1 and the coefficient 
P-2) 
W,@=c,(C)c, (1:llUl), Il~,lI=ll~,II,~+ll~,II, (2.3) 
a 
with the constants c,(C) of Lemma 1 and cz of Lemma 2 below. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall need the notion of p-convolution and 
mixed (p, q)-convolution, introduced in [ GK 11. 
For a pair of functions f, g on R” we define their p-convolution as 
(fj%M) = (1 If@ -Y> g(y>l’ dy) “‘a 
To define the mixed (p, q)-convolution we decompose R” into the direct 
sum of suspaces R” = U@ V and denote the U- and V-components of 
x E R” by X’ and x”, respectively. Then 
y’; x” - y”) g( y’, y”)IP dy’) “’ dy”) “‘. (2.4) 
So f p*,,g is equal to the Lp*4-mixed norm of the function F(y) = F( y’, y”) = 
f(x - y) g(y) with respect to the splitting R” = U @ I/. The p-convolution 
corresponds to the trivial splitting R” = R” 0 (0). 
We are interested in (p, q)-convolutions of radial functions H,,,,,. 
LEMMA 2 (cf. [GKl, Section 31. Let Hs,l,y; H,,,,,,,, be a pair offunctions 
of the type (1.6). Ifs, s’ satisfy 
max{s,s’} <s+-$ 
then the (p, q)-mixed convolution of H,.,,, and Hs,,t,,yC is bounded by 
Ws~~,t~+v where s”.= min{s, s’}, t” = min{t, t’}, y” = min{y, r’}, and the 
constant c2 depends only on n, n’, n”. 
In [GKl] we stated this lemma for radial functions H,,, of the type (1.5). 
Of course, the addition of the exponential term does not affect the argument. 
Notice that condition (2.5) of Lemma 2 is equivalent to the finiteness of 
the (p, q)-mixed norms, 
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Lemma 2 extends by induction to a sequence of mixed convolutions. 
COROLLARY 2 (Cf. [GKl, Sect. 31). Let IR” = Vi @ Vi (i = l,..., k) be a 
sequence of partitions of R”, dim Vi = ni, dim Ui = ni. If the sequences of 
real numbers s 0, ,,-**,sk; t,,, t,,“‘, t,;p,V,pk; q1Y9 s qk satisfy 
Ii > O; lIlaX{Si; min{s, ;... W-9 
for i = 1, 2,..., k, then the sequence of mixed convolutions of {Hszi,}~ = 0 is 
estimated as 
where s’ = min{s,, s, ... sk}, t’ = min{t, ,..., tk}, y’ = min{y,,..., yk}. 
The ith * in (2.7) means a (pi, q,)-mixed convolution with respect to the 
ith splitting F?” = Vi @ Vi. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will mostly follow [GKl 1, Theorem 2. We denote 
by R” the resolvent of A, and define R via the perturbation series 
R = c R”(BRo)k. 
k=O 
P-8) 
First we shall establish radial bounds for the kernel R (statement III). It 
suffices to do it for each term L, = R”(BRo)k of (2.8). We denote by 
K,(x, y), K,(x, y) the kernels of wDO’s (C-A,))’ and D*(C--A,)-‘. 
Obviously, L, consists of combinations of integral operators K, and 
multiplications with coefficients (b,(x)}, i.e., 
Lk=CL,,... ak, (2.9) 
where 
L ,,...c-z,(f) =Ko@,(K, **- &.(&if)) *** >. 
For simplicity we write Kj for K,., bj for ba,, etc. The multi-indices 
a, .-- ak in (2.9) vary over the set of alf multi-indices which appear in B. 
It suffices to estimate each term L,,. . . (Iii of L,. We write the kernel 
L a,. . .,,(x, y) as a multiple integral 
J J 
. . . Ko(x,z,)b,(z,)K,(z,,z,) *** b,(z,)&(z,,Y)dz, *** dz, 
R” w 
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and estimate each kernel K,(x, y) by the radial function H,(]x - y ]) 
according to Lemma 1: 
Ifq$,y)I SH,(lx --Yl) = Cl(r)P-l+(‘a’+n)‘mHs,r,y@l’m Ix -VI> (2.10) 
with S=IZ--++(ar/,t>n. Then we have 
Decomposing b, into the sum of L’- and LOO-terms b; + b; (b:, E L’Q; 
bl E L”O) we can always assume that b, E L’a for some r. satisfying the 
assumption of Theorem 1. If each b, belongs to L’- on the whole space R”, 
we use multiple Holder inequalities to estimate (2.11) by a sequence of p- 
convolutions (cf. [GK 1, Sect. 31) 
(2.12) 
where pi = rJ(ri - 1) (i = 1, 2,..., k). As above, ri means rai, Hi = H,,, etc. 
If the coefficients b, are defined on quotients V, = R”/U, (dim V, = n,), 
we apply Holder inequality in the variables of b, only, so that (2.12) 
becomes a sequence of mixed convolutions, 
(~llbjllrj) (*** (Ho*H,)*HA**. *Hkv (2.13) 
the ith * in (2.13) means the (pi, 1)-mixed convolution with respect to the 
ith splitting. 
Each function H, represents a dilation of the radial bound H,,,,,; H,(z) = 
c(VL,,,@~‘” lzl>~ W e o b serve the following rule for the (p, q)-convolutions 
of dilations: iff,(x) =f(sx), g,(x) = g(sx), then 
fe * p,9ge = E 
-(n’iP+n”/9) (f * p,qg)a’ (2.14) 
Here R” = U 0 V, dim U= n’, dim V= rr” and the (p, q)-convolution is 
taken with respect to this splitting. 
Combining (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14) we get 
IL aI.. .a,(X,Y)I SC/~(C) (7 Ilbjll) (Hsaty* Hs,t$ *** * H~~$P*‘~ Ix--YO (2.15) 
with the constant 
(2.16) 
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The exponent k(d/m - 1) of p in the right hand side of (2.16) comes from 
the sum of exponentials in (2.10) and the “dilation” formula (2.14). 
Precisely, we have 
=; ; (,a,+?j/m- 11 <(d/m- 1)k. (2.17) 
a 
The summation in (2.17) is over all a E {a1 ; a, ;... ak}, p, = r,/(r, - 1) 
and d = max(n,/r, + 1 a I). 
Now let us apply Corollary 2 of Lemma 2 to a sequence of mixed 
convolutions in (2.15). For this we have only to check condition (2.6) of 
Corollary 2. But si = s,~ = n - m + 1 ai( according to (2.10) and s, = it - m. 
Hence min{s,; s, ;... si-,} = so; max{si; min{s, ,..., si-,}} = si (i > I>. 
If R” = Vi @ Vi denotes the a,th splitting (dim V, = n, = naJ, then (2.6) is 
equivalent to 
n-m t Jail <:-kn-ni, 
I 
which after the substitution l/p, = 1 - l/r, becomes ni/ri t Iail < m (the 
condition of the Theorem). Thus Corollary 2 applied to {H,,,}:=, yields 
@& * Hs,tJ * ..- * Hs& c’: Hsty, 
where s = min{sj} = s,, . Hence we have 
IL 0,. . .a,(x,~)I < (n IIb,II) C,(C) dHs,t@“” Ix-YI)* (2.18) 
i 
From (2.18) and (2.9), we get 
lL/&~‘)l G (z: Ikli)x dC)~:Hst~@~‘~ Ix-~1). a 
We introduce a new constant C(c) = c,(c) c,(Cn lib, 11). The geometric 
series of bounds of L,, 
converges absolutely if 
C(C) pd’m- ’ < 1. 
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The latter condition gives the domain 0 of Theorem 1 contained in the 
resolvent set of A. Remembering, that by Lemma 1 
c,(r) = 
co(e) 
1 _ c(~)p-w)lm ’ 
where c,(8), c(B) are (]81-‘) (t > 0), and the exponential d/m - 1 < 0, one 
easily verifies that Q = { 51 C(C) p d’m-1 > 1 } is a parabolic region about 
positive real axis. For each < E Q, the kernel R&x, y) is estimated by the sum 
of the geometric series 
I R,(x, Y> I G cm 1 - C(t;) P d’m-‘)-1 p”““Hsoty(p”“’ Ix-~1). 
This proves the third statement of the theorem. 
Next we want to check identities (I) and (II). The first is straightforward 
R,(kw-= 9 (R”B)kRo(k40)f- f (R”B)k+‘f=jI 
k=O k=O 
In the latter expression all terms make sense for all fE g&to) n @JB). 
The second relation, which is crucial for R, to be resolvent, requires 
additional assumptions. Namely, to get II one needs a dense subspace 
g c Lp, which is mapped into gP(Ao) n gp(B) by all terms of the series 
(2.8) 
R”(BRo)k(g) s gp(&) n q,(B), vk (2.19) 
Indeed, if (2.19) holds we write as above 
VfEg, (C-WV-= kgo (C-Ao)R”(BRo)kf 
- z. (BR”)k+‘f=J: 
To analyse hypothesis (2.19) we rewrite it in the equivalent form 
(BR”)kG- c Lp, 
for a dense subset g of Lp. 
k = 1, 2,... (2.20) 
The latter holds for all 1 < p < min{r,}, since in this case BR” is bounded 
in Lp by Lemma 3 below. If p > min{r,} (2.20) is no longer true in general, 
as it is easy to construct an example of an operator T = BR’, whose 
subspace of smooth vectors g”(T) = OF= I g(Tk) is not dense in L”, even 
{0} (see [GKl]). 
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Thus to complete Theorem 1 we need 
LEMMA 3 (see [GK 1, Lemma 1 I). If a pair of operators A,, and B satisfy 
assumptions of Theorem 1, then the operator norm of B(C - A,)-’ in all Lp 
spaces 1 < p < min { ra } is estimated as 
11B(b%,-‘11~ C(B)pd”? C(B) = o(lel-‘). (2.21) 
In [GKl] this result was stated for constant-coefficient A,, but the 
argument based on radial bounds (1.5) is the same for uniformly elliptic 
operators. 
One of the corollaries of Lemma 3 is 
COROLLARY 3 (a priori estimates). If a pair of operators A,,, B satisfies 
assumptions of Theorem 1, then for any E > 0, there exists I = II, > 0 s.t. 
IlBf Ilp G E kf lip + A, Ilf lip, 1 <p<min {r,} (2.22) II 
for all f in the domain GSp(A,) of A, in Lp. 
As we already mention (Corollary 1) the domain of A,, in Lp (1 <p < co) 
is 9:) the mth Sobolev space. 
By Lemma 3 the domain 69,(B) 2 gp(A,) for all 1 <p < min{r,}, which 
implies 
COROLLARY 4. For all 1 < p < min{ r,} the LP-domains of A and A, are 
equal and both are equal to the mth Sobolev space 9:. 
In the Hilbert space setting a priory estimates (2.22) along with 
Kato-Rellich theorem ([Ka, Chap. 51) can be used to establish essential 
selfadjointness of the perturbation A = A, + B. But the latter will also follow 
from semiboundedness. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
Immediate corollaries of Theorem 1 are 
COROLLARY 5. The spectrum of the operator A = A, + B in all Lp 
(1 <I, < min{ r,)) is included in the set 
R’ = {C = pe” Ipdim-l > C(c)} (3.1) 
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a “parabola-shaped” domain about the positive real axis. The resolvent of A 
has maximum decrease in all nonzero directions, 
Notice, that the “parabolic” shape of the spectrum is what generally could 
be expected of the above type perturbations, as even in simple examples, like 
A = -A + r . V, with some fixed q E R”, the spectrum of A is exactly the 
parabola {~=x+zj~~C]x>y*/(~~*}. 
COROLLARY 6. The minimal operator A on C,“(lR”) is closeable in all 
Lp (1 <p < min{ r,}) and in C,, provided all {b,(x)} are bounded, 
b,(x) E Loo. 
COROLLARY I. A formally symmetric operator A = A, + B satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 and such that min,{r,} > 2 is semibounded from 
below and hence essentially self-adjoint in L2. 
Notice that formal symmetry requires additional smoothness assumptions 
on coefficients b, of B, namely, each b, must be I al-smooth, i.e., 
b,EY>+Y:, s = I a /. As we mentioned earlier Corollary 6 extends some 
known results concerning essential self-adjointness of second order operators 
(cf. [Ch, Du, Ka2]). 
Another application of Theorem 1 is to resolvent summability. 
THEOREM 2. If an operator A = A, + B satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1. then 
c(c-A)-‘f-rf 
as [--+ 00 uniformly in each sector R, = {[: 1 arg [I > 8 > O} in Lp-norm 
(1 < p < co) and for all f E C, in La-norm. Furthermore 
4-A)-‘f(x)+f(x) 
on the Lebesgue set of any f E Lp (1 <p & 00). 
Proof Notice that the family of integral kernels {t;Rs(x, Y)}~ of the 
operators {c(c - A)-‘} is bounded by Theorem 1 by the family of L ‘- 
dilations of a radial decreasing Li-function EL,,,,, (s < n, y > 0, t > n). In fact 
as follows from (2.2) the family {m&x, y) ] 4 = pe”} is bounded uniformly in 
each sector J2, (0 > 0) for p > p,(B). 
To prove the theorem we can use the following modification of the well- 
known Fourier analysis result ([SW, Theorem 1.251). 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let a family of kernels {K,(x, y)}, be bounded by L ‘- 
dilations of an L’-radial decreasing function h, i.e., 
IK,(x,y)I GE-“W’ Ix-~1). 
Assume also that the family of functions 
ze(x) = 1 K&G Y) dy + 1, (3.2) 
as~-+OforallxElR”. Thenas&-+ 
in Lp- and C,- norm (1 < p < a~) and also pointwise on the Lebesque set of 
any f E Lp. 
In [SW] this result was proved for convolution kernels K,(x, y) = 
(l/s”) K((x - y)/s), but the same argument works for integral kernels as 
well. 
Thus to complete the proof we have only to check assumption (3.2) for 
t;R,(XYY). 
As above we shall expand @ and m” into geometric series 
1;R = l;R” + f @“(BRo)k, 
k=I 
(3.3) 
and 
@O=lycO+ -f I;KOLk, 
k=l 
(3.4) 
and use estimates of the kth term in both series obtained in Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 1 to show that 
1 (C& - t;K”)(xv Y>(x, Y> dy -, 0 as [+O 
uniformly in each sector 0,. Since 
i 
@C’(x, y)dy= ’ = 1, VY 
C - a@, 0) 
this would imply the result via Proposition 3. 
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For the kth term of (3.3) we use the estimate (2.2) of Theorem 1 
k = 0, l,...; C = C(e); t = I - d/m > 0. 
Hence the difference J” (t;R, - t;R’)(x, y) dy is bounded by the sum of a 
geometric series 
On the other hand, the kth term of (3.4) is estimated by (1.23) of 
Lemma 1 
k = 0, l.... 
Hence the difference J” [(R” - K’)(x, JJ) dy is bounded by the sum 
kz, (~~(e)/pl’~)~ + 0 as p+ 03 in Q,. 
This completes the proof. 
As in [GKl ] we can use resolvent summability and Cauchy integration to 
obtain a variety of other “multipliers” q&4) and “summation families” 
{$,(A ) I,. Indeed, in order that the Cauchy integral 
defines an operator with radially bounded kernel it suffices that 4 be 
integrable over r with respect to the measure 
One example of such a family is the one-parameter semigroup {ePtA ) 
generated by A. Here a contour r consists of two rays {pe* ie Ip > po} and a 
finite arc {Poe’@ 1 1~1 > 0}, with arbitrarily small 0 and sufficiently large po. 
Then we have Q N dp/p, and in order that the analytic function g,(c) = ePtc 
lie in L ’ (r, dp), we need 
le+argtl <n/2. (3.5) 
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Since I!? can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that the operator eptA 
has a radially bounded kernel 
Moreover, the family of kernels {M,}, can be shown to satisfy assumptions 
of Proposition 3 uniformly in each sector s2, = { 1 arg t 1 < 19 < 72/2 }. Thus we 
get 
THEOREM 3. An operator A of Theorem 1 is a generator of an analytic 
semigroup { e - IA } in the right half plane Re t > 0 in all LP-spaces 
(1 <p < min{ r,}) and in C,, provided all b, E Lm. Furthermore for all 
f E Lp we have Lp- and Lebesgue convergence 
eptAf (x> -f (xl 
uniformly in each sector ~2, = {t: 1 arg tl< 0 < z/2}. 
Remark 1. A similar result holds for semigroups generated by fractional 
powers AS (s E I?), whenever the latter can be obtained via “Dunford 
functional calculus” (i.e., Cauchy integration of the resolvent), for instance, 
if the spectrum of A lies in the right half plane. The corresponding 
“multiplier” is epts‘ and condition (3.5) becomes 
/ arg t + 99 < z/2 
which can be always satisfied for sufficiently small 8. 
The latter results in their turn can be used to study boundary behavior of 
solutions of certain elliptic boundary value problems (cf. [GK2]). 
4. ELLIIPTIC SYSTEMS 
In this section we want to show how the results of preceding sections 
extend to elliptic systems on I?“. 
First we give a definition of an elliptic system. Let E be a complex vector 
space equipt with a Hermitian inner product (.,.), and let M(E) denote the 
algebra of all linear transformations on E with the involution a + a*. We 
denote by SM a subspace of all symmetric (Hermitian) matrices in M(E), 
a* = a. We consider spaces of E-valued functions P(E); Lp(E) etc., with 
the natural pairing 
(Lg)=j (f(x);&))dx. 
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A differential operator on C”(lR”;E) (differential system) is given by 
A = x aa(x) 
lal <m 
whose coefficients {a,(x)}, are matrix-valued functions. The leading symbol 
of A is an M(E)-valued function a(x, <) = 2 a,(x) <*. In the usual way one 
defines the classes of matrix-valued symbols S~,(M(E)) and E-valued 
v/DO’s. 
We say that a(x, <) E S~,(M(E)) is elliptic if 
(1) for any ItI > r0 the matrix u(x, <) is invertable in M(E), 
(2) the inverse function u(x, r)-’ E SC:. 
For homogeneous elliptic polynomials u(x, {) it suffices that u(x, <‘) be 
invertible for all <’ on the unit sphere, / l’ I= 1. 
We shall consider elliptic systems with “real” (symmetric) principal 
symbol, u(x, 0 E SM, Vx, <. Let {3, = S(x, r’)}j= ,,,., denote the spectrum of 
a symmetric matrix u(x, <‘) (I <’ I = 1). 
We call u(x, <) uniformly elliptic, if the absolute value of the lowest eigen- 
value is bounded from below 
min Ikj(X, <‘)I 2 Cl > 0, 
.i 
and the highest from above 
max 1 Aj(X, t'>l < C2 < a, 
j 
uniformly in c’ and x. 
Notice that we do not require u(x, 0 to be positive. In particular, systems 
of Dirac type: u.V=C:ujaj; ujESh4 and the matrix u.[=x;Ujrj 
nondegenerate for all < # 0, are allowed. 
Another examples of elliptic systems are Hodge Laplacians 
A, = d,-,d,*_, + d,*d,, p = 1, 2,... 
on exterior p-forms on R” with respect to an “almost-Euclidean” metric 
(g”(x));=i. The latter means that the metric tensor (g”(x)) and its 
(covariant) derivatives are all uniformly (in x) bounded with respect to 
Euclidean metric. 
Most of the results of Sections 2 and 3 carry over to elliptic systems with 
some major changes however. As we no longer require u(x, <) to be a 
positive matrix, the operators A, and A, + B may not be bounded from 
below. In fact A,, and A are semibounded iff the leading symbol u(x, <) is 
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positive, which is the case of Hodge Laplacians. On the other hand, Dirac 
system have indefinite symbol and their spectrum sweeps the whole real line. 
As the result the region R in C, which bounds the Lp-spectrum of A and in 
whose complement the resolvent ([-A)-’ is given by a “nice” radially 
bounded kernel, will consist of two “parabolic pieces,” R, about R + , and 
K about IR-. Of course, contour integration of the resolvent is not 
applicable to operators with unbounded spectrum, in particular, they do not 
generate semigroups eFra. 
Let us indicate the modification in Sections 2 and 3, which are necessary 
in order to carry them over to elliptic systems. 
1. In Lemma 1, construction of the parametrix K” and the operator L. 
The only difference here is that instead of scalar symbols [[ - a(x, r)] -I we 
use matrix-valued [ [ - a(x, <)I - ‘. 
Computing derivatives D”[(C - a))‘] by the iterated chain rule (1.14) will 
result in 
D”[(&a)-‘1 = 2 a’+. . . +ak=, (C- W(D=‘4(r- a)-’ *** 
x (C- a)-‘(D*“a)([- a)-’ (4.1) 
due to noncommutativity of matrix-valued terms. In fact, “scalar” formula 
(1.14) follows from (4.1) when similar terms are collected. 
2. Analytic continuation of symbols. We observe that each eigenvalue 
n,(x, r) of the matrix u(x, r) is a holomorphic function of r, homogeneous of 
degree m, which preserves sign, + or -, on the real space R”. Then 
Proposition 2 applies to each ;li to show that (efe - u(x, Q] -’ extends as a 
holomorphic M-valued function into the tube {c + iv 11 q 1 < y. 1 sin O/m I} and 
satisfies estimates of Proposition 2. 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in the scalar case, the only difference 
being the presence of both positive 3Lj(x, 0 > 0 and negative lj(x, 0 < 0 
terms. 
The formulation of Lemma 1 will slightly change as it holds now only for 
[ outside the union of two parabolas R + 2 R + and Q _ 2 R _ . Moreover, in 
estimate (1.8) coefficients c(0) and c,(B) will behave differently, both will be 
o(le(n-e)I-‘). 
Similarly affected is the formulation and argument of Theorem 1, but 
otherwise it remains the same. 
We can state now the main results for elliptic systems. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, = u(x, D) be a uniformly elliptic system and a 
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perturbation B = 2 b,(x) D” has matrix CoefJicients b, E (L’Q + L”)(M(E)) 
satisfying assumptions of Theorem 1 
Then for all C in the complement of a parabolic region Q about IR + (or the 
union of two parabolic regions R + 3 IR + , Q _ 2 IR _ in the case of indefinite 
symbol a(x, <)) the resolvent (<-A)-’ of A = A, + B is given by an integral 
M(E)-valued kernel R,(x, y), which admit the radial bound 
IlR,(x,~)ll &c(4)/-- ‘+“‘“‘H(~I”~ Ix-yl), ( = peie 
with the radial function H of (1.6). 
Let us mention some consequences of Theorem 4. Corollaries 3-6 remain 
true for all elliptic systems. In particular, essential selfadjointness 
(Corollary 6) follows from an a priori estimate (Corollary 3) and the 
Kato-Rellich theorem. 
Resolvent summability (Theorem 2) holds now in regions {E < 1 arg [I < 
7c-&}. 
However, for elliptic systems with positive leading symbol a(x, r) all the 
above results have the same form as in the scalar case. In particular Cauchy 
integration is available to show that any elliptic system A with positive 
leading symbol generates a strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup 
W” Lf,O in LP(E)-spaces and in C,,(E). 
Remark. All the above results extend in the obvious way to elliptic 
operators on asymptotically Euclidean manifolds X and elliptic systems on 
vector bundles over X. The quantities involved will depend now on the 
Riemannian distance and volume. But these are “almost” preserved by a 
diffeomorphism q: I?’ --t X. 
However, an extention of these results to “genuine” Riemannian manifolds 
will require a different approach (cf. [CGT]). 
Note added in prooj After the paper was submited the author learned that exponential 
estimates of the “heat” kernel CfA were obtained earlier by S. D. Eidelman (Math. Sbomik, 
33, No. 3 (1953) and 38, No. 1 (1956)). Semigroup estimate can be translated as usual into a 
suitable estimate of the resolvent kernel, and I. M. Gelfand and G. E. Shilov used the latter in 
order to study a “generalized eigenfunction expansion” of uniformly elliptic operators 
(“Generalized Functions”, Vol. 3). Our method is different from that of Eidelman, as it is 
based on resolvent from which all other kernels, including semigroup, are constructed. An 
advantage of this approach is that it allows to use effectively perturbation technique and treat 
operators with nonregular coefficients. 
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